Burning Man DPW Dispatch
Quote of the Day 2004
I’m waiting for Bigger Nipples…Coyote
I thought I heard my name out of the corner of my eye…Simon
Next time I’ll let you assume your own position…Gameshow to Biz Babe
Get away from me, Lucy!…Cowboy Carl to Total Mess
It would be a lot funnier if they had a sense of humor…Quiet Girl
Don’t worry, I have butt credit…I’ll get the next one…Gameshow
I feel like I’ve been squeezed out of an elephant’s ass…Billy Bob
There are three different kinds of crusty…E Z Bob(?)
People are squishy…Dago Bay
All I did was go poot poot…Skitch
She’s a cutie when she’s naked…Phoenix
Doesn’t smell great, smells better than some I’ve smelled…Gameshow
Nobody cares what you did on the playa…t-shirt being sold in San Francisco
I’ve never been able to control it…Rosie
Last year was better…Anonymous
Hang on a sec, let me get some mud and write that down…Bug Breath
OK, I’ll get a Hyster to move the Comm Shack…Alipato
Honey, don’t go stupid on us…Phoenix
Zipties…ribbed for her pleasure…Spanky
…at least three Italians, and at least three of them having sex…Timber to Judge

Sally will take care of the fur on your teeth…right after she finishes her ass…SuperDave
to Degenerate
It’s not the heat…it’s the stupidity…Anonymous
I’d rather fix you now than later…Beany!
I think it’s funny that Bob had kittens on Ladies Night…Dago Bay
Report of black smoke at 9:00 and Uranus…Black Rock dispatch
Sorry, dude, you’re not wearing a dress…Russ (Bad Touch)
I’ll have to beat you with my water bottle…Da Bomb
Missing Person: Jose ‘Tony’ Perez 5’7”, 45-50 years old, Hispanic, slightly slurred
speech. Perhaps mentally disabled. Strong jaw, Intense eyes…Sign at Playa Info
I could meet you in Gerlach and jack it off for you, over…Easy Bob to Headhunter
I snorted medicinal garlic once…D.A.
Who am I supposed to jump in front of on the road?…Trixie
I’ll be there as soon as I can shake the playa from my eyelids…Mudflap
Fuck that, it’s Sunday…HazMatt
It sounds like a case of mild depression to me…Dr. Holderdown
SuperDave, I have your nuts under my arm…Phoenix
Mr. Mars looking for Snatch…Mr. Mars
I’ve been looking at your tits the whole time…Playground to Phoenix
Fuck your day…Burning Man
I wish we were in the desert where it’s warm…Thirteen
It’s not so bad, it’s definitely a quality hangover…SuperDave

